Sample Quitclaim Deed Form

RECORDING REQUESTED BY:

U.S. General Services Administration
50 United Nations Plaza
Room 4365, Mailbox 9
San Francisco, CA 94102

WHEN RECORDED, MAIL DOCUMENT AND TAX STATEMENT TO:

SPACE ABOVE LINE FOR RECORDER’S USE

QUITCLAIM DEED

COUNTY OF SAN MATEO

THIS INDENTURE, made this ______ day of ________________ , 20___, by and between the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Administrator of General Services, (herein referred to as “GRANTOR”), under and pursuant to the powers and authority contained in the provisions of Title 40 U.S. Code, Chapter 5, et seq. as amended, and regulations and orders promulgated thereunder, and Public Law 114-287, 130 Stat. 1463, (December 16, 2016), and ______________________, (herein referred to as “GRANTEE”).

NOW THEREFORE, the GRANTOR, for consideration of ______________________ ($_________________), the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, and by these presents does hereby remise, release, and quitclaim to the GRANTEE, and to its successors and assigns, all of its right, title and interest in that certain real property, commonly known as the United States Geological Survey (“USGS”) Menlo Park Campus, located at 345 Middlefield Road, City of Menlo Park, State of California ), more particularly described in Exhibit A - Legal Description, attached hereto and made a part hereof (herein referred to as “PROPERTY”).

THE CONVEYANCE IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING:

1. PROPERTY. The conveyance of the PROPERTY is subject to all of the covenants, conditions, restrictions and reservations provided in this Indenture.

2. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE NOTIFICATION

   A. NOTICE REGARDING HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE ACTIVITY. Pursuant to 40 CFR 373.2 and Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended (CERCLA)(42 U.S.C.§9620(h)(3)(A)(i)), and based upon a complete research of agency files, the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA gives notice that no hazardous substances have been released or disposed or stored for one year or more on the Property.

   B. CERCLA COVENANT. GRANTOR warrants that all remedial action necessary to protect human and health and the environment has been taken before the date of this conveyance. GRANTOR warrants that it shall take any additional response action found to be necessary after the date of this conveyance regarding hazardous substances located on the Property on the date of this conveyance.

   (1) This covenant shall not apply:
(a) any a case in which GRANTEE, its successor(s) or assign(s), or any successor in interest to the Property or part thereof is a Potentially Responsible Party (PRP) with respect to the Property immediately prior to the date of this conveyance; OR
(b) to the extent that such additional response action or part thereof found to be necessary is the result of an act or failure to act of the GRANTEE, its successor(s) or assign(s), or any party in possession after the date of this conveyance that either:
   (i) results in a release or threatened release of a hazardous substance that was not located on the Property on the date of this conveyance; or
   (ii) causes or exacerbates the release or threatened release of a hazardous substance the existence and location of which was known and identified to the applicable regulatory authority as of the date of this conveyance.

(2) In the event GRANTEE, its successor(s), or assign(s), seek to have GRANTOR conduct any additional response action, and, as a condition precedent to GRANTOR incurring any additional cleanup obligation or related expenses, the GRANTEE, its successor(s), or assign(s), shall provide GRANTOR at least 45 days written notice of such a claim. In order for that 45-day period commence, such notice must include credible evidence that:
   (a) The associated contamination existed prior to the date of this conveyance; and
   (b) The need to conduct any additional response action or part thereof was not the result of any act or failure to act by the GRANTEE, its successor(s) or assign(s), or any party possession.

C. ACCESS RESERVATION. Grantor reserves a right of access to all portions of the Property, for purposes of environmental investigation, remediation, or other corrective action. This reservation includes the right of access to and use of available utilities at reasonable cost to GRANTOR. These rights shall be exercisable in any case in which a remedial action, response action or corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of this conveyance, or in which access is necessary to carry out a remedial action, response action, or corrective action on adjoining property. Pursuant to this reservation, the United States of America, and its respective officers, agents, employees, contractors and subcontractors shall have the right (upon reasonable advance written notice to the record title owner) to enter upon the Property and conduct investigations and surveys, to include drilling, test-pitting, borings, data and records compilation and other activities related to environmental investigation, and to carry out remedial or removal actions as required or necessary, including but not limited to the installation and operation of monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilities. Any such entry, including such activities, responses, or remedial actions, shall be coordinated with the record title owner, and shall be performed in a manner that minimizes interruption with activities of authorized occupants.

3. AS-IS, WHERE IS PROVISION
   (a) GRANTEE agrees and acknowledges that GRANTOR is selling the PROPERTY strictly on an "as is, where is", with all faults basis, without warranty, express or implied, with any and all latent and patent defects. GRANTEE acknowledges that GRANTOR has made the PROPERTY available for inspection by GRANTEE and GRANTEE’s representatives. GRANTEE has inspected, or will have inspected prior to closing, the physical condition of the PROPERTY to the extent felt necessary by GRANTEE, including all improvements thereon, and accepts title to the same “as is” in its existing physical condition. GRANTEE acknowledges that it is not relying upon any representation, warranty statement or other assertion of the United States of America, as GRANTOR, including its agencies or any official, agent representative or employee of the foregoing, with respect to the PROPERTY’s conditions except as set forth in the contract, GRANTEE is relying solely and wholly on GRANTEE’s own examination of the PROPERTY, is fully satisfied with the PROPERTY, and accepts any liabilities or costs arising in connection with the condition of the PROPERTY, including, but not limited to any costs or liabilities pertaining to any environmental condition on the PROPERTY. Except as set forth in Section C, below, the United States of America and its agencies disclaim any and all express or implied warranties and specifically make no warranties of title, habitability, merchantability, suitability, fitness for any purpose, or any other warranty whatsoever. GRANTEE is put on notice that any prior
grant and/or encumbrance may be of record and GRANTEE is advised to examine all public records available regarding the PROPERTY.

(b) No employee or agent of Grantor is authorized to make any representation or warranty as to the quality or condition of the Property, merchantability, suitability or fitness of the Property for any use whatsoever, known or unknown to Grantor, or compliance with any environmental protection, pollution or land use laws, rules, regulations, orders, or requirements including, but not limited to, those pertaining to the handling, generating, treating, storing, or disposing of any hazardous waste or substance. In no event shall Grantor be responsible or liable for latent or patent defects or faults, if any, in the Property or for remedying or repairing the same including, without limitation, defects related to asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, lead, lead-based paint, underground storage tanks, mold, radon or hazardous or toxic materials, chemicals or waste, or for constructing or repairing any streets, utilities or other improvements shown on any plat of the Property.

(c) Nothing in this "as is, where is" provision will be construed to modify or negate the Grantor's obligation under the CERCLA covenant or any other statutory obligations.

4. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF ASBESTOS

(a) The Grantee is advised that the Property may contain asbestos-containing materials. Unprotected or unregulated exposures to asbestos in product manufacturing, shipyard, and building construction workplaces have been associated with asbestos-related diseases. Both the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulate asbestos because of the potential hazards associated with exposure to airborne asbestos fibers. Both OSHA and EPA have determined that such exposure increases the risk of asbestos-related diseases, which include certain cancers, and which can result in disability or death.

(b) Grantee is invited, urged, and cautioned to inspect the Property as to its asbestos content and condition and any hazardous or environmental conditions relating thereto prior to conveyance. The Grantor will assist Grantee in obtaining any authorization(s) which may be required in order to carry out any such inspection(s). Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on their own judgment in assessing the overall condition of all or any portion of the Property including, without limitation, any asbestos hazards, or concerns.

(c) No warranties either express or implied are given with regard to the condition of the Property including, without limitation, whether the Property does or does not contain asbestos or is or is not safe for a particular purpose. The failure of any bidder (offeror) to inspect, or to be fully informed as to the condition of all or any portion of the property offered, will not constitute grounds for any claim or demand for adjustment or withdrawal of a bid or offer after its opening or tender.

(d) The description of the Property set forth in this conveyance document and any other information provided therein with respect to said Property is based on the best information available to the disposal agency and is believed to be correct, but an error or omission, including but not limited to the omission of any information available to the agency having custody over the Property or any other Federal agency, shall not constitute grounds or reason for nonperformance of the contract of sale, or any claim by the Purchaser against the Government including, without limitation, any claim for allowance, refund, or deduction from the purchase price.

(e) The Grantor assumes no liability for damages for personal injury, illness, disability or death, to the Grantee, or to the Grantee's successors, assigns, employees, invitees, licensees, or any other person subject to Grantee's control or direction, or to any other person, including members of the general public, arising from or incident to the purchase, transportation, removal, handling, use, disposition, or other activity causing or leading to contact of any kind whatsoever with asbestos on the Property which is the subject of this conveyance, whether the Grantee, its successors or assigns has or have properly warned or failed properly to warn the individual(s) injured.
(f) The Grantee further agrees that in its use and occupancy of the Property it will comply with all Federal, state, and local laws relating to asbestos.

5. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF LEAD-BASED PAINT. GRANTEE is put on notice that the PROPERTY has buildings built prior to 1978 and is thereby notified that such property may present exposure to lead from lead-based paint. Moreover, GRANTEE covenants and agrees, for itself and its assigns, that in its use and occupancy of the PROPERTY it will comply with all applicable Federal, State and local laws relating to lead-based paint; and that GRANTOR assumes no liability for damages for personal injury, illness, disability or death to the GRANTEE, its successors or assigns, or any other person, including members of the general public, arising from or incident to the purchase, transportation, removal, handling, use, disposition, or other activity causing or leading to contact of any kind whatsoever with lead-based paint on the PROPERTY described in the Quitclaim Deed, whether GRANTEE, its successors or assigns has properly warned or failed to properly warn the individual(s) injured. GRANTEE further agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the GRANTOR from any and all loss, judgment, claims, demands, expenses or damages, of whatever nature which might arise or be made against the United States of America, due to, or relating to the presence of lead-based paint hazards on the PROPERTY; GRANTEE covenants and agrees that it will comply with all Federal, State, local, and any other applicable law(s) regarding the lead-based paint hazards with respect to the PROPERTY.

6. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF PESTICIDES. GRANTEE is notified that the PROPERTY may contain the presence of pesticides that have been applied in the management of the PROPERTY. The United States knows of no use of any registered pesticide in a manner inconsistent with its labeling, and believes that all applications were made in accordance with the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (“FIFRA”) at 7 U.S.C. Sec. 136, et seq., its implementing regulations, and according to the labeling provided with such substances. Furthermore, that in accordance with the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (“CERCLA”) at 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9601, et seq., the use of such substances is not a “release” (as defined in CERCLA at 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9601 (22)), but instead the use of a consumer product in consumer use (42 U.S.C. Sec. 9601(9)), and the application of a pesticide product registered under FIFRA for which recovery for response costs is not allowed (42 U.S.C. Sec. 9607(i)).

7. NOTICE OF ARTWORK

A. Description of Artwork. There is one original artwork on the Property. It is situated southwest of the McKelvey Building (Building 15). The artwork by Douglas Hollis, titled “Watersongs”, was commissioned by the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) through the Art in Architecture program for the USGS Menlo Park campus and installed in 1996. The artwork is a site-specific installation consisting of water elements, seating, and stainless steel railings, with components integrated into the architecture and landscaping.

Identification Number: AA297

Artist: Douglas Hollis Title: “Watersongs”

Materials: Granite, stainless steel, rocks and water

Equipment: Control panel, pumps, time clock, filter and distribution piping.

Components: The artwork includes: Source Pool (granite cube at the top of the stairs), Stream Bed (sloped fountain bed), Runnel (channel within the seat wall), Backrest Screen (guard-wall on top of seat-wall), Vortex (whirlpool at end of seat-wall) and Grove (curved screen with 24 integral seats).

Dimensions (approximate l x w x h): Overall: East to West 200 feet, North to South 45 feet, descends 16 feet; Source Pool: 7 feet x 7 feet x 5 feet; Stream Bed: 40 feet x 7 feet x 16 feet;
Runnel: 85 feet x 6 inches x 4 inches; Vortex: 5 feet diameter; Backrest Screen: 85 feet x 1 foot x 4 feet; Grove: 80 feet x 18 inches x 5 feet (26 feet radius).

Artwork Plan and Photos (Exhibit D)

B. Preservation of Artwork. The Grantee agrees to the following conditions regarding display and ultimate disposition of the above-referenced artwork:

(a) Grantor reserves a right of access to all portions of the Property for investigation, remediation or other corrective action required to preserve the artwork. This reservation includes the right of access to and use of available utilities at a reasonable cost to the Grantor. These rights shall be exercisable in any case in which a remedial action, response action or corrective artistic preservation action is found to be necessary after the date of this conveyance. Pursuant to this reservation, the United States of America, and its respective officers, agents, employees, contractors and subcontractors shall have the right (upon reasonable advance written notice to the record title owner) to enter upon the Property and conduct investigations to include activities related to investigation, and to carry out remedial or removal actions as required or necessary to preserve the artwork. Any such entry, including such activities, responses or remedial actions, shall be coordinated with the title owner and shall be performed in a manner that minimizes interruption with activities of authorized occupants.

(b) Protection and Maintenance: The Grantee shall be responsible for the protection and maintenance of the artwork.

(c) Public Access: The Grantee agrees to provide for public display of the artwork in its current location.

(d) Attribution: The Grantee shall ensure that the artwork will be accompanied by an interpretive plaque provided by GSA identifying the artist and noting that it was commissioned for the people of the United States by the Federal Government.

C. Disposition. With respect to “Watersongs” by Douglas Hollis, if the Grantee conveys title to the Property, then the Grantee shall:

(a) Require, as a condition of sale, that the new owner of the Property protect and maintain the artwork to the same extent as provided in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) above, subject to reversionary rights in the GSA.

(b) With or without consideration, on the condition that if the artwork ceases to be displayed or used for public purposes, the Grantee agrees to complete a photographic and written documentation of the artwork by a qualified Fine Arts Conservator, as accredited by the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC), prior to its removal under the direction of the Fine Arts Conservator, and convey the artwork documentation to a qualified public arts entity or museum, pre-approved by GSA, and as accredited by the American Association of Museums, and with documentation copies to the GSA.

8. THIS CONVEYANCE IS EXPRESSLY MADE SUBJECT TO all covenants, reservations, easements, restrictions, conditions, encumbrances, clauses, and rights of way, recorded or unrecorded, including but not limited to power lines, telephone lines and equipment, pipelines, drainage, sewer and water mains and lines, public utilities, and other rights-of-way, including but not limited to specific easements, reservations, rights, covenants, conditions, and clauses described herein, and to any facts which a physical inspection or accurate survey of the PROPERTY might disclose.

9. COVENANTS RUN WITH THE LAND. The covenants, conditions and restrictions contained herein shall run with the land and shall bind and inure to the benefit of GRANTOR and GRANTEE and their respective successors and assigns.
10. LIST OF EXHIBITS. The following exhibits are attached hereto and made a part of this Quitclaim Deed:

A. Exhibit “A”- Legal Description  
B. Exhibit “B”- Laboratory Property Plat Map  
C. Exhibit “C”- Artwork Identification Plan & Photos

SAID PROPERTY transferred hereby in accordance with Public Law 114-287; 130 Stat. 1463 and assigned to the General Services Administration for disposal pursuant to Title 40, U.S. Code, Chapter 5, et seq., as amended and applicable rules, orders, and regulations thereunder.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the GRANTOR has caused this indenture to be executed and accepted as of the day and year first written above.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
Acting by and through the ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GENERAL SERVICES

BY:

David Haase  
Director and Contracting Officer  
Office of Real Property Utilization and Disposal  
U.S. General Services Administration
EXHIBIT A - LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR THE LABORATORY PROPERTY

PARCEL ONE:
ALL THAT CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MENLO PARK, COUNTY OF SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA, BEING A PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN 127.23 ACRE TRACT OF LAND DESCRIBED IN THE JUDGMENT DATED AUGUST 11, 1943 AND RECORDED AUGUST 18, 1943 IN BOOK 1081 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS AT PAGE 75, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:


THENCE SOUTH 58°14'45" EAST ALONG THE CENTERLINE OF MIDDLEFIELD ROAD A DISTANCE OF 1470.00 FEET;

THENCE SOUTH 31°45'15" WEST A DISTANCE OF 33.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING AT AN INTERSECTION WITH THE SOUTHERLY RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, AS SHOWN ON THE RECORD OF SURVEY FILED ON JANUARY 10, 1956 IN BOOK 3 OF SURVEYS, AT PAGE 66;

THENCE CONTINUE SOUTH 31°45'15" WEST ALONG THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE AND THE NORTHWESTERLY PROJECTION THEREOF, OF THAT CERTAIN PARCEL DESCRIBED IN THE GRANT DEED RECORDED ON JUNE 12, 1967 IN BOOK 5318 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS, AT PAGE 32, A DISTANCE OF 1059.12 TO THE WESTERLY CORNER OF SAID PARCEL;

THENCE SOUTH 58°14'45" EAST ALONG THE SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAID PARCEL, A DISTANCE OF 530.00 FEET TO THE SOUTHERLY CORNER OF SAID PARCEL;

THENCE NORTH 31°45'15" EAST ALONG THE SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAID PARCEL, AND THE NORTHEASTERLY PROJECTION THEREOF, A DISTANCE OF 168.50 FEET;

THENCE NORTH 58°14'45" WEST A DISTANCE OF 367.12 FEET;

THENCE NORTH 31°45'15" EAST A DISTANCE OF 597.39 FEET;

THENCE SOUTH 58°14'45" EAST A DISTANCE OF 276.44 FEET;

THENCE NORTH 31°45'15" EAST A DISTANCE OF 293.23 FEET TO AN INTERSECTION WITH THE AFOREMENTIONED SOUTHERLY RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF MIDDLEFIELD ROAD;

THENCE NORTH 58°14'45" WEST ALONG LAST DESCRIBED LINE, A DISTANCE OF 439.32 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

CONTAINING 315,433 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 7.241 ACRES.
PARCEL TWO:

BEGINNING AT THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER OF LOT 1, AS SHOWN ON THE MAP ENTITLED "LINFIELD OAKS, MENLO PARK, SAN MATEO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA", FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN MATEO COUNTY ON APRIL 21, 1950 IN BOOL 31 OF MAPS AT PAGE 31 OF MAPS AT PAGES 25 AND 26;

THENCE NORTH 31°45'15" EAST 297.12 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 58°14'45" EAST 224.43 FEET,

THENCE NORTH 31°45'15" EAST 48.91 FEET TO THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF THAT CERTAIN UNNAMED CUL-DE-SAC DESCRIBED IN THE DEED FROM CLAUDE T. LINDSAY COMPANY A CO-PARTNERSHIP, TO THE CITY OF MENLO PARK, DATED MAY 8, 1951, AND RECORDED JULY 10, 1951, IN BOOK 2098 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS (47246-J);

THENCE ALONG THE NORTHWESTERLY AND SOUTHWESTERLY LINES OF SAID UNNAMED CUL-DE-SAC, ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT WITH RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 86°38'00" AN ARC DISTANCE OF 60.48 FEET, ALONG A REVERSE CURVE TO THE RIGHT, WITH A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 36°59'17" AN ARC DISTANCE OF 25.80 FEET AND ON A REVERSE CURVE TO THE LEFT, WITH A RADIUS OF 100.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 9°06'30" AN ARC DISTANCE OF 15.90 FEET, TO THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF LANDS DESCRIBED IN THE DEED FROM CLAUDE T. LINDSAY COMPANY, A CO-PARTNERSHIP, TO CALIFORNIA PACIFIC TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, A CORPORATION, DATED DECEMBER 1, 1950, AND RECORDED OCTOBER 24, 1951, IN BOOK 2147 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS AT PAGE 699. (67416-J);

THENCE ALONG THE LAST-MENTIONED NORTHWESTERLY LINE, SOUTH 31°45'15" WEST 287.39 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY LINE OF LOT 1, HEREINAFTER FIRST MENTIONED;

THENCE ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY LINE OF LOT 1, NORTH 58°14'45" WEST 298.50 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.

CONTAINING 89,436 SQUARE FEET, MORE OR LESS, OR 2.053 ACRES.

THE LAND DESCRIBED HEREON IS SHOWN ON THE ATTACHED PLAT, EXHIBIT "B", AND IS BY REFERENCE, MADE A PART THEREOF.
EXHIBIT B- LABORATORY PROPERTY

MIDDLEFIELD ROAD

SCALE:
1" = 150'

PARCEL 1
315,433± SQ. FT.
7.241 ACRES
1081 O.R. 75

PARCEL 2
89,436± SQ. FT.
2.053 ACRES
3778 O.R. 17

PORTION OF 1081 O.R. 75
LANDS OF USA

LANDS OF BISHANNOM
DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY

CURVE TABLE

| C1 | R1 = 40.00 | A1 = 68.99 | L1 = 60.48 |
| C2 | R2 = 40.00 | A2 = 68.99 | L2 = 28.50 |
| C3 | R3 = 100.00 | A3 = 90.00 | L3 = 15.00 |

EXHIBIT "B"
EXHIBIT C - ARTWORK IDENTIFICATION PLAN & PHOTOS

“Watersongs” by Douglas Hollis - Artwork Identification Plan